
TOP TEN HOLDINGS

Company Country GICS Sector Weight
Deutsche Telekom ADR Germany Comm Services 3.4%

Shell plc ADR United Kingdom Energy 3.0%

Taiwan Semiconductor ADR Taiwan InfoTech 2.6%

Glencore plc ADR United Kingdom Materials 2.4%

Astrazeneca plc ADR United Kingdom Health Care 2.4%

Veolia Environnement ADR France Utilities 2.3%

Inpex Corp ADR Japan Energy 2.2%

Siemens ADR Germany Industrials 2.1%

HDFC Bank Limited ADR India Financials 2.1%

HSBC Holdings plc ADR United Kingdom Financials 2.0%

Total Number of Holdings:  63                                Top 10 Holdings Weight: 24.4%
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INTERNATIONAL ADR WRAP STRATEGY
The Thomas White International ADR Equity Strategy is designed to benefit from opportunities for future 
economic growth in developed countries outside the United States, as well as the world’s emerging 
market countries. Portfolio holdings are principally in depository receipts issued by large companies 
located in non-U.S. markets, or whose businesses are closely associated with overseas markets.  The 
investment portfolio may also include securities issued by smaller companies.

AVERAGE ANNUAL RETURNS AS OF MARCH 31, 2023

1ST QTR YTD 1Yr 3Yrs 5Yrs 10Yrs
International ADR Wrap Composite (gross) 8.41% 8.41% -1.18% 15.24% 4.28% 4.94%
International ADR Wrap Composite (net) 8.19% 8.19% -2.07% 14.08% 3.20% 3.86%
MSCI AC World ex U.S. Index (net)1 6.87% 6.87% -5.07% 11.80% 2.47% 4.17%

Past performance should not be construed as a guarantee of future performance.  Performance includes the reinvestment of 
all income.  The presentations above and below are shown as additional/supplemental information only and complement the 
Composite Disclosure on Page 6. Performance is preliminary and subject to change.

STRATEGY FACTS
Discipline                               Bottom-up/ 
                         Active Management 

Process                               Fundamental  

Strategy Assets*                      $277 Million

Inception                                  10/1/2000

Portfolio Management Team  
Wei Li, Ph.D., CFA 
Douglas M. Jackman, CFA 
Jinwen Zhang, Ph.D., CFA 
John Wu, Ph.D., CFA 
Rex Mathew, CFA, CMA

Minimum Initial Investment 
$100,000

Asset Class   
Non-U.S. Equity ADR

Capitalization   
Large-to-Mid Cap

Style   
Core/Value

Benchmark 
MSCI All Country World ex U.S. (net)  
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Country Weight
United Kingdom 19.9%

Japan 13.5%

China 8.1%

France 6.7%

Germany 5.5%

Korea 5.1%

India 5.0%

Switzerland 4.3%

Netherlands 4.2%

Australial 3.5%

Total Weight: 75.8%

TOP TEN COUNTRIES

CONTACT
Douglas M. Jackman, CFA 
President & Portfolio Manager
312-663-8402
djackman@thomaswhite.com

*Strategy assets includes $193 Million in AUM 
and $84 Million in UMA assets.

REGIONAL ALLOCATION

TWI Index

Developed Markets 71% 72%
Europe & ME 48% 43%
Japan 13% 14%
North America 4% 8%
Pacific Ex-Japan 5% 8%

Emerging Markets 24% 28%
Asia 21% 22%
Latin America 2% 2%
EMEA 1% 3%

Cash 5% -
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The Thomas White International 
ADR strategy is managed by the 
firm’s five-member Investment 
Committee. The ethnically and 
culturally diverse Investment 
Committee averages 26 years 
of experience and 24 years 
together at the firm.

The securities mentioned herein are intended to be representative of recent holdings in American Depository Receipt (ADR) portfolios 
managed by Thomas White International, Ltd. The composition of each individual portfolio is unique and the securities mentioned here 
may not be included in all accounts. Please consult your investment advisor to discuss the details of your portfolio. This publication is not a 
solicitation to buy or sell securities. Past performance should not be construed as a guarantee of future performance.
Information shown with regards to top ten countries and holdings, regional/sector allocations and weightings, market cap exposure and 
other portfolio characteristic information, is based on the model portfolio managed by the firm. 
1The MSCI All Country World ex U.S. Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization-weighted index that is designed to measure the 
equity market performance of both developed and emerging markets. The index is unmanaged and returns assume the reinvestment of 
dividends. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.

MARKET CAP EXPOSURE

TWI Index
Large Cap 
(> $15 B) 86% 78%

Mid Cap 
($2 - $15 B) 14% 22%

Small Cap 
(< $2 B) 0% 0%

SECTOR ALLOCATION VS. AC WORLD ex U.S. INDEX
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SECTOR ALLOCATION

TWI Index

Financials 18% 20%
Industrials 13% 13%
Materials 10% 8%
Cons Staples 9% 9%
Cons Disc 9% 12%
Health Care 9% 10%
Energy 8% 6%
Info Tech 8% 11%
Comm Services 7% 6%
Utilities 4% 3%
Real Estate - 2%
Cash 5% -

PORTFOLIO

Characteristics TWI Index

P/E (Excluding Neg. Earnings) 10.5x 14.2x
P/E FY1 Est 11.4x 12.5x
Price/Book 1.5x 1.7x
Dividend Yield 2.8% 3.2%
3yr Earning Growth 29.2% 21.7%
PEG Ratio 0.4x 0.7x
Wtd Avg Mkt Cap $105B $88B
Wtd Median Mkt Cap $54B $43B
No. of Holdings 63 2,262
Turnover (1 year) 54% -
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In our opinion, many of the 
prevailing geopolitical risks 
are already reflected in lower 
international equity valuations. 
Further easing of geopolitical 
tensions, especially in Europe 
and Asia, could potentially lift 
international equity valuations in 
the coming year. 

First Quarter 2023 Commentary

The Thomas White International ADR Strategy returned +8.41%, gross of fees, for the first quarter of 2023, 
while its benchmark, the MSCI All Country World ex US Index (net), returned +6.87%.

International equities advanced during the first quarter, continuing the rebound from the last quarter 
of the previous year. Though some of the optimism about economic growth has recently faded, the 
corporate earnings outlook continues to be resilient. Though corporate managements remained 
cautious, easing input cost pressures and relative stable demand trends have helped stabilize margins. 
Investors have also become increasingly confident that inflation risks have likely peaked in developed 
countries, despite the persistent hawkish rhetoric from central banks. While China’s economic 
reopening has so far been slower than expected, major emerging countries are anticipated to see 
relatively stable growth this year. 

PORTFOLIO REVIEW

After lagging for much of the last year, technology stocks recovered during the quarter on signs that 
semiconductor and hardware demand is not as weak as feared. The consumer discretionary sector 
benefited from resilient demand trends while stable margins and cash flows helped the communication 
sector outperform. More economically sensitive sectors such as industrials and materials ended the 
quarter with healthy gains as demand outlook remains fairly positive. Financials lagged during the 
quarter though recent banking sector troubles have been limited to a few smaller institutions in the U.S. 
and Europe. Defensive sectors such as healthcare and utilities lagged after last year’s outperformance. 
Energy stocks also underperformed as energy prices remained subdued on slower than expected 
demand recovery in China. 

Positive stock selection in the industrials, technology, financials, utilities, and communication services 
sectors contributed the most to the strategy’s relative performance when compared to its benchmark 
during the review period. Stock selection was less effective in the materials, healthcare and consumer 
staples sectors. Being overweight the energy sector as well as underweight in technology detracted 
from performance while the underweight in financials and overweight in consumer staples were 
beneficial.

Even after the recovery over the last two quarters, international equity valuations based on forward 
earnings, which as of the end of March for the MSCI ACWI ex US Index were 12.5 times expected 
earnings, remain lower than long-term trends. Emerging market equities are even more inexpensive 
with the MSCI EM Index at 11.8 times expected earnings. International equities also currently offer a 
reasonably attractive dividend yield of over 3% for the MSCI ACWI ex US Index, with the potential for 
increased shareholder payouts should earnings and cash flows remain stable. In our opinion, many of 
the prevailing geopolitical risks are already reflected in lower international equity valuations. Further 
easing of geopolitical tensions, especially in Europe and Asia, could potentially lift international equity 
valuations in the coming year. 

Japanese semiconductor maker Rensesas Electronics was the top contributor during the quarter on 
better-than-expected earnings, helped by improved capacity utilization as demand from sectors such 
as automotive remains strong. Taiwan Semiconductor also gained as strong demand for advanced 
chips is likely to help sustain earnings even as the company’s valuation continues to be inexpensive.  
Deutsche Telekom advanced on strong earnings and cash flows, as well as plans to increase 
shareholder returns. Luxury group LVMH benefited from robust demand, especially in China. Veolia, one 
of the largest water and waste management utilities in Europe, continued to outperform as its earnings 
outlook improves further. 

Glencore, diversified mining and commodity trading group, corrected after last year’s strong returns 
as coal prices declined. Nevertheless, we expect prices of coal, copper and zinc to remain above 
pre-pandemic levels and help Glencore’s earnings and cash flows in the coming quarters. Chinese 
ecommerce group JD.com was hurt by management comments about intensifying competition and 
higher operating costs. Wuxi Biologics, a contract research provider, declined on concerns about 
slower revenue growth due to U.S. technology and equipment export restrictions. JBS, the world’s 
largest meatpacker, remained weak as stubbornly higher input costs continued to pressure margins. 
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Tenaris, a manufacturer of steel pipes for the energy industry, underperformed on concerns that the 
recent oil price correction could restrict capital expenditure plans by producers. 

Household products maker Reckitt & Benckiser and Kerry Group, a leading provider of product 
development and manufacturing solutions to the food industry, were purchased as we expect their 
earnings to be resilient. Canadian waste management solutions provider Waste Connections was 
purchased as we believe the business now has sufficient scale to sustain healthy margins. Japanese rail 
operator Central Japan Rail was also added as its earnings could rebound on higher traffic volumes, 
helped by increased tourist arrivals. 

Iron ore miner Vale, lumber producer West Fraser and power tool maker Techtronics were sold as the 
slowdown in global construction could hurt demand. Canadian alternate asset manager Brookfield 
was also sold as further decline in commercial real estate values could hurt earnings and cash flows. 

OUTLOOK 

The likely decline in inflation risks in the coming months across most major economies is expected to 
allow most central banks to pause the rate hikes and assess the evolving economic trends before 
deciding on the direction of policy measures later in the year. If economic growth slows meaningfully, 
the U.S. Federal Reserve and select other developed market central banks could consider rate cuts as 
current market consensus suggests. However, as healthy labor markets continue to support household 
incomes, most major economies could sustain modest growth rates. If core inflation levels prove stickier 
and remain above the 2% target, central banks are more likely to remain cautious and keep interest 
rates higher than where the markets currently expect.

While most forecasts are for an economic growth deceleration in Europe this year, it is possible that 
the continent could surprise on the upside. Lower energy costs, higher capital investments and 
targeted fiscal support measures could cushion the negative impact of higher interest rates. The 
ongoing recovery in Chinese demand, though slow, should also help exports from Europe for the next 
few quarters. Most major European companies have become more operationally efficient and have 
healthier balance sheets, which should help them weather weaker economic conditions better than 
during previous downturns. 

Economic growth in emerging countries is likely to hold steady relative to last year even as the 
developed economies are expected to see a meaningful slowdown this year. The International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) expects major economies in Asia to expand at a faster pace compared to last

TOP FIVE CONTRIBUTORS* TO PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE DURING Q1 2023

Security Average Weight % Contribution to Return %
Renesas Electronics 1.6 +0.73

Deutsche Telekom 3.2 +0.63

LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton 2.3 +0.59

Taiwan Semiconductor 2.5 +0.56

Veolia Environnement 2.2 +0.41

BOTTOM FIVE DETRACTORS* TO PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE DURING Q1 2023

Security Average Weight % Contribution to Return %
Glencore 2.2 -0.36

JBS 1.5 -0.29

JD.com 1.0 -0.20

Tenaris 0.3 -0.19

WuXi Biologics 1.0 -0.17

Household products maker 
Reckitt & Benckiser and Kerry 
Group, a leading provider of 
product development and 
manufacturing solutions to the 
food industry, were purchased 
as we expect their earnings to 
be resilient. Canadian waste 
management solutions provider 
Waste Connections was 
purchased as we believe the 
business now has sufficient scale 
to sustain healthy margins. 

* The data shown is based on an overall representative account within the strategy, using information received from what 
we believe to be reliable third parties. Portfolio holdings are subject to change at any time and should not be considered 
a recommendation to buy or sell any security.
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year though the energy and commodity dependent economies in the Middle East and Latin 
America are likely to face slower growth. China’s reopening and the still healthy consumer demand 
in advanced economies are expected to help export dependent Asian countries such as Korea and 
Taiwan. India is likely to remain the fastest growing economy in the region, though the pace of growth is 
expected to moderate from last year’s levels.     

The ongoing recovery in Chinese 
demand, though slow, should 
also help exports from Europe for 
the next few quarters. Most major 
European companies have 
become more operationally 
efficient and have healthier 
balance sheets, which should 
help them weather weaker 
economic conditions better than 
during previous downturns. 
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1Pure gross-of-fees returns do not reflect the deduction of any expenses, including trading costs, and are supplemental to net returns. 
2Composite dispersion is not shown for periods where there are an insufficient number of portfolios in the composite for the entire year.
3The three-year annualized ex-post standard deviation is not required to be presented for periods prior to January 1, 2011

International ADR Wrap Performance Disclosure
The International ADR Wrap Composite contains fully discretionary international ADR accounts managed through broker/dealer programs. Performance 
presented prior to January 1, 2005 represents that of the International ADR Composite with commission-based accounts. For comparison purposes the 
composite is measured against the MSCI All Country World ex U.S. (net) Index. The MSCI AC World ex U.S. (net) Index uses withholding tax ranges applicable 
to Luxembourg-based holding companies.
Thomas White International, Ltd. claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report 
in compliance with the GIPS standards. Thomas White International, Ltd. has been independently verified for the periods July 1, 1992 through December 31, 
2021. A firm that claims compliance with the GIPS standards must establish policies and procedures for complying with all the applicable requirements of the 
GIPS standards. Verification provides assurance on whether the firm’s policies and procedures related to composite and pooled fund maintenance, as well as 
the calculation, presentation, and distribution of performance, have been designed in compliance with the GIPS standards and have been implemented on 
a firm-wide basis. The International ADR Wrap Composite has been examined for the periods January 1, 2005 through December 31, 2021. The verification and 
performance examination reports are available upon request. GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this 
organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein.
Thomas White International, Ltd. is an independent registered investment adviser. A list of composite descriptions, a list of limited distribution pooled fund 
descriptions, and a list of broad distribution pooled funds are available upon request. 
The International ADR Wrap Composite has an inception date of October 1, 2000 and a composite creation date of January 1, 2005. Results are based 
on fully discretionary accounts under management, including those accounts no longer with the firm. Non-fee-paying accounts are not included in this 
composite. Leverage is not used in this composite. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 
The U.S. Dollar is the currency used to express performance. Returns are presented gross and net of management fees and include the reinvestment of 
all income. All dividends are included in performance calculations as net dividends. Foreign withholding taxes on ADR holdings may be deducted from 
either income or principal cash depending on the policy of the applicable custodian. Beginning January 1, 2005, gross returns are shown as supplemental 
information and are stated gross of all fees and transaction costs, however for some accounts gross returns are reduced by transaction costs incurred. 
Net returns are reduced by all fees and transaction costs incurred. Other than brokerage commissions this fee includes investment management, portfolio 
monitoring, consulting services, and in some cases, custodial services. Composite assets and performance shown prior to January 1, 2005 represents the 
International ADR Composite with only commission-based accounts. Net of fee performance was calculated using actual management fees on a cash basis. 
Net performance shown for this period is shown based on actual net fee returns and would be approximately 1.0 to 2.0% lower per annum under a program. 
These additional costs would typically include investment management, portfolio monitoring and consulting services typically provided by a sponsor. 
Beginning January 1, 2005 net of fee performance was calculated using actual management fees on a cash basis for the vast majority of accounts. Certain 
accounts may not have a management fee applied by the wrap sponsor. In these cases, net of fee performance for eligible accounts has been determined 
by applying the highest management fee paid for any account in the same wrap program. The annual composite dispersion is an asset-weighted standard 
deviation calculated, using gross returns, for the accounts in the composite the entire year. The three-year annualized standard deviation measures the 
variability of the composite gross returns and the benchmark returns over the preceding 36-month period. Policies for valuing investments, calculating 
performance, and preparing GIPS Reports are available upon request.
The investment management fee schedule for the composite is as follows: for the first $25 million, 0.75%; for the next $25 million, 0.65%; over $50 million, 0.55%. 
The wrap program may charge an all-inclusive fee as high as 3.00%. Wrap fees are available upon request from the wrap sponsor. Actual investment advisory 
fees incurred by clients may vary.
For the period October 1, 2000 to December 31, 2004, represents the TWI ADR Composite. The underlying portfolios were managed in a similar fashion 
but differentiated by the type of client relationship only. The TWI ADR Composite does not include broker/dealer accounts. Since January 1, 2005, the TWI 
International ADR Wrap Composite is comprised of 100% wrap fee-paying accounts.

Year End USD Millions
Total Firm 

Assets 
(millions)

% of Firm 
Assets

Accounts at 
year End Pure Gross1 Net Annual Std. 

Deviation2
3-Year Std. 
Deviation3

MSCI ACWI 
ex US (net)

3-Year Std. 
Deviation 
(index)3

2022 100 443 23% 188 -17.18% -17.96% 0.5 21.91% -16.00% 19.25%

2021 80 668 12% 189 12.52% 11.35% 0.6 18.46% 7.82% 16.79%

2020 130 683 19% 312 12.07% 10.91% 1.4 19.79% 10.65% 17.94%

2019 147 748 20% 338 25.50% 24.19% 0.5 12.93% 21.51% 11.34%

2018 114 656 17% 338 -13.91% -14.84% 0.5 11.18% -14.20% 11.38%

2017 155 1,592 10% 380 26.58% 25.34% 0.4 10.63% 27.19% 11.87%

2016 180 1,937 9% 432 -1.62% -2.62% 0.4 11.44% 4.50% 12.51%

2015 249 2,130 12% 630 -1.72% -2.75% 0.4 11.95% -5.66% 12.13%

2014 273 2,320 12% 645 -3.74% -4.79% 0.3 12.45% -3.87% 12.81%

2013 344 2,277 15% 694 17.72% 16.45% 0.5 16.11% 15.29% 16.23%

2012 280 1,962 14% 593 19.82% 18.48% 0.5 18.75% 16.83% 19.26%

2011 251 1,426 18% 581 -11.20% -12.17% 0.8 22.38% -13.71% 22.72%

2010 259 1,435 18% 540 11.04% 9.77% 0.8 - 11.15% -

2009 174 1,083 16% 514 32.93% 31.35% 2.2 - 41.45% -

2008 103 782 13% 486 -41.69% -42.39% 1.3 - -45.53% -

2007 141 1,010 14% 446 16.76% 15.22% 2.6 - 16.65% -

2006 41 426 10% 129 32.02% 29.99% 2.5 - 26.65% -

2005 8 232 3% 23 22.03% 19.93% - - 16.62% -

2004 11 192 6% 14 19.82% 18.76% 2.7 - 20.91% -

2003 7 238 3% 11 35.66% 34.53% 1.5 - 40.83% -

2002 3 261 1% 8 -12.47% -13.07% 1.1 - -14.95% -


